Comparison between warm-up and cool-down stretching programs on hamstring extensibility gains in primary schoolchildren
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Abstracts.
The purpose of this study was to compare the effects of a physical education-based stretching program performed during warm-up and cool-down periods on hamstring extensibility in schoolchildren aged 9-10 years. A sample of 73 schoolchildren, 36 boys and 37 girls, aged 9-10 years old from three classes were clustered randomly assigned to a no-training group (n = 24), warm-up group (n = 25), or cool-down group (n = 24). During physical education classes, the students of the warm-up and cool-down groups performed a four-minute stretching program twice a week for ten weeks during the warm-up and the cool-down periods, respectively. Hamstring extensibility was estimated by the classic sit-and-reach test at the beginning and at the end of the stretching intervention program. The results of the ANOVA showed that both the warm-up and cool-down students had statistically significant higher values on the hamstring extensibility than the no-training students (p < 0.05). The warm-up and cool-down groups did not show statistically significant differences. Nevertheless, the cool-down students obtained a slightly higher magnitude effect when compared with the warm-up group (g = 0.67 and g = 0.56, respectively). In addition to the slight higher improvement during the cool-down, due to the negative effect of static stretching on performance as previously found in the literature, it seems that physical education teachers should improve students’ flexibility during the cool-down period of the sessions.
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INTRODUCTION
Physical fitness has been considered a powerful marker of health in childhood [1,2], and flexibility is an important component of physical fitness [3]. Particularly, the lack of hamstring extensibility has been associated with several spinal disorders such as thoracic hyperkyphosis [4], spondylolysis [5], disc herniation [6], changes in lumbopelvic rhythm [7,8] and low back pain [9-11]. In young people, for instance, poor hamstring extensibility has been related with low-back pain [11-13] and neck tension [14], as well as with a higher risk of low-back pain later...
Reduced hamstring extensibility has been found to affect a large number of schoolchildren [18-20]. For example, in Spain about the 18-38% of schoolchildren show insufficient hamstring extensibility [19,21]. Fortunately, it has been demonstrated that hamstring extensibility significantly improves when stretching exercises are performed systematically [22, 23]. In this line, previous studies found that PE-based stretching programs improve hamstring extensibility in schoolchildren [22-27]. Therefore, several authors advocate the implementation of stretching programs in a physical education (PE) classes [22-27].

Aiming to improve hamstring extensibility, up to date research studies with schoolchildren have compared the effectiveness of diverse stretching protocols such as flexibility methods [28] or frequency [23]. Unfortunately, to our knowledge there are no studies comparing the effect of performing the stretching program in the warm-up or the cool-down period of the session. This knowledge could help PE teachers to design programs that guarantee the correct improvement of students’ flexibility. Currently, as there is a lack of scientific information about this aspect among schoolchildren, research in this area is required. Consequently, the purpose of this study was to compare the effects of a PE-based stretching program performed during the warm-up and the cool-down phases on hamstring extensibility in schoolchildren aged 9-10 years.

METHODS

Participants

A sample of 73 schoolchildren, 36 boys and 37 girls, aged 9-10 years old from three different third grade PE classes of a primary school participated in this study. For practical reasons and the nature of the present study (the intervention was focused on natural groups in a school context) a cluster randomized controlled trial was used [29]. Natural classes were assigned randomly to form one of the following study groups: no-training group (NTG), warm-up group (WUG), or cool-down group (CDG).

All the participants were free of orthopedic disorders such as episodes of hamstring injuries, fractures, surgery or pain in the spine or hamstring muscles over the past six months [30]. Children and their parents or legal guardians were fully informed about all the features of the study, and were required to sign an informed-consent document. The Ethical Committee of the University of Malaga approved the study protocol (25-01-2010).

Measures

Hamstring extensibility was estimated using the classic sit-and-reach (SR) test to show the best current science-based field test option [31]. The SR test was applied at the beginning and at the end of the stretching intervention program (pre-intervention and post-intervention, respectively) in order to examine the possible changes produced. Additionally, a week before, a familiarization session was carried out by the children in order to learn about the protocol of the tests, and then children performed two attempts. Hamstring extensibility was assessed by the same tester and using the same equipment. The test was administered by a trained evaluator using a wooden box with a ruler on the top (the score 16 cm corresponded to the tangent of the feet; accuracy 1 cm). The measures were performed in an indoor sports facility under the same environmental conditions, on the same day of the week and at the same time for each student. No warming up exercises were performed prior to the flexibility measurements.

At the beginning of the test, each child stood in front of the box, sat with his/ her hips flexed, knees extended and both hands on the top of the ruler. The feet were placed to the width
of the hips and ankles at 90°. The knees were fixed in extension with the help of the tester. The hands with the fingers extended were placed parallel. From this position, the child had to bend the trunk forward slowly and progressively (no rebounds) in order to reach the furthest possible distance and to remain still for at least two seconds. The average of two trials was retained [32].

Procedures

A stretching intervention program was applied to the WUG and CDG during the PE classes. These groups performed a stretching intervention program twice a week on nonconsecutive days for 10 weeks. The stretching program was conducted and supervised by the same PE teacher of the groups. Based on previous studies carried out in the PE setting [23, 27], the WUG and CDG students performed hamstring stretches utilizing the static passive technique for four minutes during the warm-up and cool-down period, respectively.

Six different stretching exercises were performed during the intervention program (Figure 1). A unipodal and two bidopals exercises were performed in each session. Standing and sitting stretching exercises were also alternated between sessions. Each intervention session included three sets of three stretching exercises. For all the stretching exercises, the children flexed forward at the hip, maintaining the spine in a neutral position until a gentle stretch was felt in the hamstrings. The knees were fully extended and toes pointed to the ceiling with no hip rotation. The stretched positions were held gently until the end point of the range was reached (i.e., stretch to the point of feeling the tightness of the hamstring muscles but no pain). Once this position was achieved, the children held it for 20 seconds.

Fig.1: The six stretching exercises performed during the intervention program: (a) standing with feet together; (b) sitting with feet together; (c) standing with feet shoulders width apart; (d) sitting with feet shoulders width apart; (e) standing with only one leg extended, and (f) sitting with only one leg extended.
All the participants were urged to maintain their normal levels of physical activity outside of the supervised setting during the intervention period. During the stretching program period all the students participated in their standard PE lessons. However, the NTG followed the standard PE program without performing hamstring stretches. Furthermore, the participants in the NTG were unaware of the purpose of the study.

Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistics (means and standard deviations) for age, body mass, height, body mass index, and SR scores were calculated. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to study the differences of the general characteristics and pre-intervention SR scores between groups, except for the age variable where the Kruskal-Wallis test was used. Additionally, chi-squared analyses were carried out to test the ratio differences of gender and extra-curricular sport practitioners between the groups. Subsequently, the effect of the stretching program on hamstring extensibility was examined using analysis of variance (ANOVA) applied to one factor, including group as a fixed factor (NTG, WUG, CDG) and change on SR scores as a dependent variable (post-intervention values - pre-intervention values). Then, the post-hoc pairwise comparisons were carried out with the Bonferroni adjustment. Furthermore, the Hedges’ $g$ effect size defined as the difference between the post-pre score means of two groups divided by the standard deviation of the pooled variances of both groups was used to estimate the magnitude of treatment effects [33]. The test-retest reliability of SR test was estimated using the intraclass correlation coefficient from two-way ANOVA [34], as well as the 95% interval of confidence. All statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS version 20.0 for Windows (IBM® SPSS® Statistics 20). The statistical significance level was set at $p < 0.05$.

RESULTS

The general characteristics of the participants studied are shown in Table 1. Statistically significant differences in the age, body mass, height, body mass index, and SR pre-intervention values between the three groups were not found ($p > 0.05$). Additionally, the chi-square analyses showed that the three groups had a balanced representation of boys and girls ($\chi^2_2 = 0.026; p = 0.987$) and extra-curricular sport practitioners and non-practitioners ($\chi^2_2 = 1.415; p = 0.493$).

Table 2 shows the effect of the stretching intervention program on hamstring extensibility. The results of the ANOVA on the SR values showed interaction effects between the three group [$F(2) = 7.366; p = 0.001; \eta^2_P = 0.174; P = 0.930$]. Subsequently, the post-hoc pairwise comparisons with the Bonferroni adjustment showed that the scores of the NTG participants were statistically significant lower than the WUG and CDG ($p = 0.017$ and $p = 0.001$, respectively). However, between the WUG and CDG statistically significant differences were not found ($p = 1.000$). Finally, the test-retest reliability for SR was $0.92$ (0.88-0.95).
Table 1. General characteristics (mean ± standard deviation) of the participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All sample (n = 73)</th>
<th>No-training (n = 24)</th>
<th>Warm-up (n = 25)</th>
<th>Cool-down (n = 24)</th>
<th>p*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (year)</td>
<td>9.0 ± 0.2</td>
<td>9.0 ± 0.2</td>
<td>9.0 ± 0.2</td>
<td>9.0 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass (kg)</td>
<td>32.7 ± 6.9</td>
<td>32.6 ± 8.4</td>
<td>32.8 ± 5.9</td>
<td>32.7 ± 6.4</td>
<td>0.996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>132.7 ± 6.1</td>
<td>133.7 ± 8.0</td>
<td>131.9 ± 5.5</td>
<td>132.4 ± 4.3</td>
<td>0.594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index (kg/m²)</td>
<td>18.4 ± 2.9</td>
<td>18.0 ± 3.2</td>
<td>18.7 ± 2.6</td>
<td>18.6 ± 3.1</td>
<td>0.662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (boys/ girls)</td>
<td>36/ 37</td>
<td>12/ 12</td>
<td>12/ 13</td>
<td>12/ 12</td>
<td>0.987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity (yes/ no)</td>
<td>31/ 42</td>
<td>9/ 15</td>
<td>13/ 12</td>
<td>9/ 15</td>
<td>0.493</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. a Significance level from the Kruskal-Wallis test for the age, from the analysis of variance for the body mass, height and body mass index, and from the chi squared test for the gender and physical activity; b Children that regularly participated (yes) or not (no) at least twice per week in organized extra-curricular sport activities.

Table 2. Effect of the stretching intervention program on sit-and-reach scores (cm).

| Group               | Pre-intervention (M ± SD) | Post-intervention (M ± SD) | Pre-post difference (M ± SD) | p*   | Effect sizeb |  |
|---------------------|---------------------------|---------------------------|-------------------------------|------|--------------|  |
| Warm-up (n = 25)    | 10.2 ± 3.7                | 9.9 ± 3.2                 | - 0.3 ± 2.4*                  | 0.001| 0.56         | (WUG vs NTG) |
| Cool-down (n = 24)  | 11.8 ± 4.3                | 12.3 ± 5.0                | 0.5 ± 3.3††                   | 0.67 | (CDG vs NTG) |  |
| No-training (n = 24)| 12.6 ± 5.2                | 9.9 ± 4.2                 | - 2.8 ± 3.4                   | 0.19 | (CDG vs WUG) |  |

Note. M = mean; SD = standard deviation; WUG = Warm-up group; CDG = Cool-down group; NTG = No-training group; a Significance level from analysis of variance with the post hoc pairwise comparison with the Bonferroni adjustment; difference statistically significant between WUG and NTG (* p < 0.05), and between CDG and NTG (†† p < 0.01). b Hedges’ g effect size.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of the present study was to compare the effects of a PE-based stretching program performed during the warm-up and the cool-down phases on hamstring extensibility in schoolchildren. The results of this study show that both WUG and CDG students significantly have higher scores on the hamstring extensibility than the NTG after performing the stretching program in the PE setting. However, the WUG and CDG did not show post-pre-intervention differences on hamstring extensibility. In this line, previous studies in which schoolchildren performed a PE-based stretching program during the warm-up [24] or cool-down [22, 23, 26, 27] found a significant improvement in hamstring extensibility. However, in the preceding studies the students carried out the stretching intervention program separately...
during the warm-up [24] or the cool-down phase [22, 23, 26, 27], and to our knowledge there are no studies comparing the effect of performing the stretching program during the warm-up or the cool-down phase of the session.

Regarding the magnitude effects of the intervention, the effect size of the present study was moderate for both WUG ($g = 0.56$) and CDG ($g = 0.67$) indicating that the stretching program was effective to improve SR scores compared to the NTG. In contrast with the current results, all the previous studies carried out with primary schoolchildren obtained large effect sizes ($g = 0.85$-$2.06$) [22-24, 26, 27]. Several training factors such as duration of the program or time of stretching per session might clearly influence the magnitude effect of the intervention. In this line, the intervention program of all the above mentioned studies had a significant longer duration, lasting from 16 weeks [24] to a whole academic year (31-32 weeks) [22, 23, 26, 27].

Regarding the time per session allocated to stretching, in comparison with the three minutes of improving hamstring extensibility in the current study (i.e., although the program lasted four minutes, each hamstring muscle was stretched for three minutes), all the preceding studies were carried out for five to seven minutes [22-24, 26, 27].

Although the WUG and CDG did not show statistically significant post- pre-intervention differences on hamstring extensibility, CDG students obtained a slightly higher magnitude effect when compared with the WUG ($g = 0.19$). Despite the fact that a magnitude effect lower than 0.20 is considered insignificant [35], according to Valentine and Cooper [36], we have to be aware that in an education context even low values of effect size could be considered as a practical relevance. This result could be due to the fact that performing the stretching exercises in the cool-down period might relax the muscles worked during the session, returning them to their previous length and even improving it. However, when stretching exercises are performed during the warm-up (i.e., before the main part of the session) this could not happen. Additionally, previous studies have shown that the inclusion of static stretching exercises during the warm-up negatively affects the posterior performance in important parameters such as explosive strength [37-40], speed [41] or sports skills [42]. Hence, for all the above mentioned reasons, it seems to be more reasonable for PE teacher to improve the students flexibility during the cool-down period.

In conclusion, to our knowledge this study is the first one that compares the effect of a PE-based stretching program performed during warm-up and cool-down among schoolchildren. The results of the present study suggest that it is possible to develop schoolchildren’s hamstring extensibility through a PE-based stretching program performed during both warm-up and cool-down. However, although both groups did not show statistically significant differences, it seems that PE teachers should improve students’ flexibility during the cool-down period of the sessions because of the slight higher improvement during the cool-down and the negative effect of static stretching on performance previously found in the literature [37-42]. Future research interventions should deeply examine (e.g., different durations, intensities or flexibility techniques) the effect of PE-based stretching programs performed during the warm-up and the cool-down periods. All this knowledge could help PE teachers to design programs that guarantee the correct improvement of students’ flexibility.
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